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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like the warm temperatures in November!

Thursday, November 13, 2008

“The last time somebody said,
‘I ﬁnd I can write much better
with a word processor.’, I replied,
‘They used to say the same thing
about drugs.’”
~Roy Blount Jr.

Religious Right
Declares War
on Gay People
to Stop Global
Warming
By Michael Senkow
~ Guest Writer ~

Along with the whole chaos
of the elections, in which
astoundingly the country
decided not to go with the
party that’s been driving the
economy into the ground (I
mean Bush has been doing
SUCH a good job,) a few
other amendments to state
constitutions were passed.
Florida, Arizona, and California all passed laws making it
so same-sex couples can’t
get married in these states.
Now this surprised me until I
realized the real reason.
Gay people having non-monogamous, unmarried sex
stops global warming.
I mean it’s the only reason I
can think of. In recent years
more and more countries
have allowed same-sex mar...see Gays & The Climate? on back

The Woes of [Formerly]
Expensive Gas
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

Gas prices. It’s a practical given that at
some point during your day you will
hear some griping about them, and the
Daily Bull is no exception. Except that
my article about it isn’t telling you to
be all eco-friendly, efficient, drive less,
or the usual banter. I’ll leave that up to
everybody else.

Surfin’ Safari. Bummer, dude! With no
gas in your tank, how are you supposed
to go on Surfin’ Safari from Hawaii to
the shores of Peru? It’s not like you can
throw your boards on top of just any
car – it’s gotta be a woody of course.
Otherwise you’re not really groovin’ to
the style of summer.

Bass Bumping
Of ten forgotten
Contests. Imagamongst the rest
ine the scene: two
of the talk are all
pimped-out cars
the great things
pull up to a stopthat we’re losing, all
light. One turns
thanks to $4/gallon
his tunes up, emagas. If things don’t
nating obscenely
shape up soon,
With gas so cheap now I can
loud bass that ratwe may lose these
drive my Bugatti again!
tles shop windows
cherished American
pastimes forever – and that’d be like let- and baby’s cribs. The rival ups the ante.
ting the terrorists win. Do your part and Up and away the decibels go, until everyone in a two block radius is deaf. No
help keep these fun times alive.
longer will these sorts of wasteful pracRoad Kill Hunting. Hunting with guns tices occur if these wannabe gangsters
is so overrated. Hunt the manly way: can’t afford gas to fuel their enormous
with your truck. Unfortunately, all the sub hauling Escalades.
best trucks to hit deer and turkeys with
are also the ones with the worst gas Commuting. How are millions of
mileage. Aw, shucks Clemmit, looks like Americans supposed to drive an hour
we’s gonna hafta polish up our ol’ bows to work and back every day when they
don’t make enough money to fill their car
‘n’ arrers agin!
...see $4 No More! on back

Where’d all the cold weather go? If we don’t have
a foot of snow by Thanksgiving, heads will roll.

And Now A Word From Our Sponsor...
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

No, I’m not sponsoring the Bull, I just think a lot of it up and put it all together. And negotiate advertising deals with good natured companies
and organizations like this one:

SLS?! They’re totally cool! They make a whole pile of fun things around
campus possible with their gigantic speakers and blinding lights. Where
would be without them? Probably trying to play Rhapsody techno music
through a megaphone. Don’t ever try that at home: give SLS a call instead.

...Blood Suckers! from front

up with? Telecommute? Yeah right.
We’ve been shunning that technology
ever since it became the “wave of
the future” way back in the 60s. Why
start now?

is not interested in shopping. But if
you did happen to enjoy going to the
mall just to hang out, forget about it.
Idling around the parking lot looking
for a spot isn’t getting any less painful
with high gas prices.

Drive-bys. Last but not least, the
gangster’s modus operandi: the driveby. Part of the brilliance of a drive-by
is that once you spray everyone on
the sidewalk with ridiculous amounts
of bullets, you speed away before the
survivors can retaliate. Unfortunately,
with less gas in the tank, you’ll be
spluttering away, which does nothing
for you and your vigilante brothers’
survival. So by keeping the tank full,
you’ll be keeping your kill count high,
thereby scaring away potential terrorShopping. Remember the good old ists and assuring the U.S.A. a sweet
days when you and a bunch of friends sweet victory in The War on Terror
would drive all over town looking at (TWAT).
all the newest fashions that you never
had enough money to buy? Probably Note: I wrote this article when gas was pronot, considering that the average hibitively expensive and I feared the demise
of these cherished traditions. With gas on the
reader of the Bull is a white male who cheap now, there’s no excuse not to drive your

Sing Annoying Songs on School
Buses. With many schools hunting
for ways to lower their fuel costs,
four school day weeks are becoming more and more common. That
means this generation of children will
be growing up with 20% less time to
sing songs and get beat up by bullies
on the bus. And it’s not like you can
sing “the wheels on the bus go round
and round” in just any vehicle. It’s
gotta be yellow.
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Hummer around, especially since it has been
found that Gay marriage was causing Global
Warming this whole time and not pollution and
other fun stuff like that.

So get out there and keep doing what
we Americans do best: drive around inefficient cars, whine about the economy, and
continue to claim that we’re #1! Go us!

...Gays & The Climate? from front

riage. Finland, South Africa, I’m even
fairly certain Cuba has something in
line on the table. And what else has
been happening? The world’s temperature has been going up! Apparently someone on the Religious Right
realized the correlation. If you look at
these countries, well, Finland is very
cold so they probably did it to warm
up the country. And South Africa and
Cuba are already hot so maybe there
was some sort of reverse correlation
with time going on here.
So its ok, I understand now. People
aren’t trying to be hateful or to stop
loving couples from entering into a
monogamous, stable relationship in
which they can have a good houseAlright, who ate the steak? Schwarzenegger, I got my eye on you!
hold, raise and/or adopt kids, and
help out the economy and the sta- that was coming into California from Psst. Hey you. Yeah, you sitting
bility of the country as a whole.
these new sets of marriages. I know right there in class or reading this
you were only thinking about the po- online because you’re cool and
They’re just trying to stop global lar bears up in the north.
signed up for the email list. You
warming.
want to know something? You
(And if this makes no sense to you, should write for the Daily Bull.
So thank you all ye Mormons in Cali- look up some of the videos people Why? Cause we think you’ve got
fornia who donated so much money trying to pass Prop 8 “prop hate” what it takes, the power to write
to helping bring about Prop 8, which were showing, they’re about as something entertaining.
Can’t
will only waste tons of money, throw logical. And yes, I’m very accurate write? Big deal. We’ll fix you up
lots of couples who are already in blaming the Religious Right, if Jesus real good and then you’ll be a star.
been married into political turmoil, was alive today he’d probably be Stop by one of our meetings, evand remove the nice set of funds spitting on many different sectors of ery Wednesday @ 9:15 pm, somewhere in Walker. We’ll be waiting.
religion right now.)
This kid is probably pissed because the Daily
Bull is running out
of ink for its printer and this may
be the last issue
until we get more.
How
unfortunate. We will get
more and hit the
ground running,
probably
right
before or right
after Thanksgiving.
Until then, TTFN, ta
ta for now!

NEWS FLASH! Rogue Email List Discovered!
An email list of hilarious proportions was discovered last week that could potentially cause you to read the Daily Bull anywhere in the world. This email list is
open to all comers and strikes voluntarily with lots of poking and prodding on
our part. For those lucky souls who wish to submit their soul to the Daily Bull
and receive issues via the web every day we print, one simply has to send an
email to majordomo@mtu.edu with a blank subject and the following in the
body of the email...
subscribe mydailybull-l
end
That’s all there is to it. Corrupt your friends, your relatives, everyone. No one
is safe or prohibited and all are welcome.

